TO: BELL
FROM: JOHNSON
ACTION: BELL 15
INFO: COP, ADOP/A, DPD 4, SR 4, WH 3, OC 6, BELL S/C

OPIN BELL WAVE MADD INFO PRITY PACY GUAT EQLI CITE: RAND 8226
JNZIP AMHaze SECUR JMCLEAR LADKUM PAGLUR

REF A. DIR 24219 (OUT 7/241)
B. RAND 0194 (NOT SENT GUAT MADD EQLI) (IN 25-65)
C. RAND 0224 (NOT SENT MADD EQLI) (IN 4071)
D. RAND 0235 (IN 4197)
E. BELL 1216 (NOT SENT MADD GUAT EQLI) (OUT 83V5)

1. SEVEN AGENTS MENTIONED PARA 5 REF A NOT REPEAT NOT AMBDY-1'S TEAM MEMBERS. SEE REF B AND C.

2. MUST SEND A-1'S TEAM MEMBERS Accord REF B. DESIRE SEND ADDITIONAL SEVEN AGENTS CITED REF A AND C IF HOS CONCURS.

3. TOTAL PAX WOULD THEN BE A-1 AND HIS TEAM MEMBERS 2535, 2821, 2616, 2576, 2763 PLUS TWO ADDITIONAL TEAMS CONSISTING OF 2516,
2522, 2581, 2725, 2525, 2701, 2586 AND TWO CONDUCTING OFFICERS MR [ ]

4. NOTE THAT REF B TRAINEES 2503 AND 2517 ARE W/T OPERATORS WHO DEPARTED JMRYE 5 JAN FOR TRNG HOS AREA.

5. BELL ADVISE IMMEDIATELY. (END OF MESSAGE)

C/S COMMENT: STATED AMBDY-1 TEAM WOULD PROCEED TO MADD VIA ES-54-1341,
TRANSFER TO ES-54-135 FOR RETURN TO JMRYG CN 9 FEB.
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